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Intro: |   |   |   |   |   |

Takes two to tango, two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

Let's do the tango, do the tango, do the dance of love

You can sail on a ship by your-self, take a nap or nip by your-self

You can get into debt on your own, there are lots of things that you can do a-lone

But, takes two to tango, two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

Let's do the tango, do the tango, do the dance of love

You can croon to the moon by your-self, well you can laugh like a loon by your-self

Spend a lot, go to pot on your own, there are a lot of things that you can do a-lone
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But, takes two to tango, two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

Let's do the tango, do the tango, do the dance of love

You can haunt any house by your-self, be a man or a mouse by your-self

You can act like a king on a throne, there are lots of things that you can do a-lone

But, takes two to tango, two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

Let's do the tango, do the tango, do the dance of love

Do the dance of love, do the dance of love!
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D  A7  D
Takes  two to tango,  two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

D  A7  D
Let's  do the tango,  do the tango, do the dance of love

D  A7  D
You can sail on a ship by your-self, take a nap or nip by your-self

D7  G  D  A7  D
You can get into debt on your own, there are lots of things that you can do a-lone

A7  D  A7  D
But takes  two to tango,  two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

D  A7  D
Let's  do the tango,  do the tango, do the dance of love

D  A7  D
You can croon to the moon by your-self, well you can laugh like a loon by your-self

D7  G  D  A7  D
Spend a lot, go to pot on your own, there are a lot of things that you can do a-lone

A7  D  A7  D
But takes  two to tango,  two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

D  A7  D
Let's  do the tango,  do the tango, do the dance of love

D  A7  D
You can haunt any house by your-self, be a man or a mouse by your-self

D7  G  D  A7  D
You can act like a king on a throne, there are lots of things that you can do a-lone

A7  D  A7  D
But, takes  two to tango,  two to tango, two to really get the feeling of romance

D  A7  D
Let's  do the tango,  do the tango, do the dance of love

A7  D  A7  D
Do the dance of love,  do the dance of love!